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1 Introduction 

Background 

This report covers the NWFP sector in Scotland. Initially it was suggested that the case study should be limited 

to the NUTS 2 area of Eastern Scotland, but this did not work well in practice, as the NUTS 2 classification 

does not reflect how businesses and other organisations operate within Scotland. For this reason, data was 

collected for the whole of Scotland. 

  

Figure 1 Map of Scotland. Source: www.scotland.com/maps 

 

Forestry context 

Scotland has a very low proportion of forest cover(18%, UK Forestry Statistics 2015) compared with most of 

Europe. Forestry management has traditionally focused almost entirely on timber, and more recently has 

also included amenity, biodiversity and tourism as secondary aims. Forest management rarely takes NWFPs 

into account. 

Of the current area of forest and woodland in Scotland one third is owned by the Forestry Commission 

Scotland with the other two thirds being “private sector” owned, (private sector in this context means any 

other forest/woodland not owned by FCS – this includes public woodland owned by local authorities as well 

as privately owned woodland). 

Conifers account for 74% of forest/woodland area. The main species being Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis), 

followed by Scots Pine (Pinus sylvestris). The dominant species of broadleaf is Birch (Betula pendula) which  

accounts for 43% of broadleaves. The last 15 years has seen increased expansion of woodland area in 

Scotland, the area of new woodland creation showed an increase of 18% in 2013/2014 compared to previous 

years and around 2% more woodland area exists overall since 2000, (Forestry Statistics 2015, Scottish 

Forestry Strategy Progress report 2015) 

Due to both the low proportion of forest cover and the dominant forest type being Sitka spuce plantation, 

other habitats such as hedgerows, scrubland, sporting estates, gardens, moorland, parkland and farmland 

are vitally important for NWFPs. 
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Overview of NWFP sector 

There is a general lack of awareness of NWFPs as a distinct sector in Scotland, both among the actors within 
it, agencies and the wider public.  

Research so far has identified a number of overlapping subsectors, each of which covers part of the NWFP 

sector, and each of which deals with non-NWFP as well as NWFP products and activities. Even on the level of 

individual businesses,  NWFPs often only represent a portion of business activities. 

Many NWFP enterprises involve value-added products, teaching NWFP-related skills, and tourism, rather 

than bulk raw product. The NWFP businesses that do exist tend to be small scale and locally oriented and see 

themselves as operating in one or other of the sub-sectors associated with their particular product. 

There are also a number of networking and promotional initiatives which each cover part of the NWFP sector. 

Existing initiatives already serve different subsets of the NWFP sector. These initiatives include interest 

groups, trade associations and community networks. 

 

Utilisation of NWFPs 

Scotland has limited NWFP resources due to both a lack of knowledge and motivation to manage for 

NWFPs and because of the low area of forest in Scotland, especially rich, biodiverse forest. Some small 

areas of woodland are virtually abandoned by owners who can see no way of deriving any income from 

them. 

Currently there are no official NWFP production statistics for Scotland. In terms of the value of  NWFP 

production, few people or agencies in Scotland are aware of NWFPs as a distinct sector, in the sense which 

StarTree understands the term, so no figures are collected as to its value. The highest figures for the 

economic value of NWFPs are those which count tourism and recreation as an NWFP; sometimes even 

revenue from electricity generation from windfarms on the forest estate is counted in the NWFP total, thus 

official figures for the contribution of NWFPs to the economy are not easily available. 

Research indicates that the majority of harvesting is carried out by small scale domestic users or by 

commercial users where the NWFP product is often only a small part of their business rather than large 

scale commercial gatherers. 

Research in this area has found difficulty when attempting to quantify the extent and value of activities 

associated with NWFPs. Some of the difficulty lies with the  identification of harvesters and traders  

and obtaining information from traders, partly because they often employ people on a casual  

and/or seasonal basis. 

2 StarTree results  

Use and trade of NWFPs 

The main NWFP products(excluding embedded and experiential products) in Scotland are food, drinks and 

handicrafts, see Table 1. 

Typical foodstuff products are venison, mushrooms(both fresh and dried), berries and honey. Commercial 

use is often for small scale artisanal or niche products such as flavoured chocolate, condiments and 
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seasonings. There is a growing emphasis in the media and by environmental organisations on local seasonal 

food, wild food and niche markets, all of which is raising awareness and increasing public interest in these 

products. 

Hand crafted beers and country wine are the typical NWFP beverages. There is a rising trend of beers being 

brewed with NWFPs with at least seven commercial brewers having brewed with amongst other things 

roasted elderberries, nettles, cleavers, pine, spruce and heather honey. There is only one innovative country 

wine business that is thriving and extremely successful, they make wines out of oak leaves, elderflower and 

elderberries and have national distribution. 

There are a high number of handicraft products in the sector too; baskets made of willow, hazel and other 

materials such as moss and other woodland plant fibres, crafts made of foliage and others using natural plant 

dyes. Many craftspeople are teaching basketry, willow weaving, willow sculpture and natural dying courses 

to supplement their incomes.  

2% of the Scottish adult population stated that NWFP gathering was important or very important to their 

livelihood or ability to make ends meet(FCS,2009). Many of these small  NWFP enterprises are driven by 

lifestyle choices. 

New NWFP directions are seeing the growth of experiential products based on the increasing public 

interest in traditional crafts and wild foods. 

 

Table 1: Product grouping  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Personal use 

The UK is one of the few StarTree countries which have formal statistics on personal use based on a face-to-

face omnibus survey of the total population in 2005. These results indicate that in Scotland 13% of the total 

population visit woodlands to pick NWFPs. 86 % of people who gather (i.e. 11% of the Scottish adult 

population)do so for personal use and enjoyment,(FCS 2009). If we take the 2% of woodland visitors who 

picked medicinal and dietary supplements then this represents 1.3% of the total population which in 2005 

was 60.2 million people which gives an estimated ~780,000 pickers. This suggests that even ‘low’ levels of 

picking could be significant for relatively large numbers of people.  

Product grouping Number % 

Beverages 20 12 

Decorative items 14 8 

Foodstuff 67 39 

Handicrafts 34 20 

Horticultural products 1 1 

Industrial raw materials 1 1 

Medicinal products 6 3 

Miscellaneous 5 3 

Personal care 14 8 

Reproductive materials 11 5 

Total 173 100 
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Table 2: People visiting woodlands and picking NWFPs in Wales and Scotland 2005 

Have you gathered any of the following products from forests of 
woodland? 

Scotland (%)  
n = 254 

Wales (%) 

n = 179 

GB (%) 

n = 2672 

Items for eating or drinking (such as berries, fungi, nuts, flowers 
and sap) 

15 15 13 

Medicinal and dietary supplements (such as St. John’s wort, 
meadowsweet and hawthorn) 

2 1 2 

Decorative, floral and craft products (such as foliage, branches, 
stems, moss, lichen and weld) 

11 15 13 

Items for seasonal, cultural and religious use (such as holly, ivy 
and hazel wands) 

7 17 9 

Do not pick anything 73 69 73 

Proportion of total population visiting woodland 50 69 65 

Proportion of total population picking NWFP from woodland 13 21 17 

                Source: Forestry Commission Scotland (2005), Forestry Commission Wales (2005) 

 

Studies of the motivations of people picking for personal use (Emery et al 2006, ), reveal that the social and 

personal values surrounding NWFP use are not so easily measured in terms of quantity or economic value. 

Types of markets 

Mass market NWFP products in Scotland include mushrooms, berries, honey, game, firewood, foliage, 

Christmas trees, herbs, moss, bulbs and botanicals. The mass markets are mostly accessed through a few 

wholesalers who are selling various products, both NWFPs and non NWFPS. 

The wild mushroom trade is significant for Scotland, it is the highest profile classic NWFP and probably the 

most important traded NWFP in Scotland, with a harvest estimated to be worth at least £800,000 per year 

in 2006 (Dyke and Emery, 2010). 

Within the specialised market there is greater diversity of products which are predominantly products 

produced by artisans; country wine, NWFP craft beers, specialist teas, gins and liqueurs, handmade chocolate 

using pine, juniper and herbs, handicrafts, basketry and personal care. Oils and tinctures and collection of 

bulbs and local provenance tree and wildflower seed are also specialised market products. There are also a 

wide range of niche food products made utilising  fungi, berries, honey and game. 

The experiential product market includes foraging courses, plant dyeing workshops, willow weaving, 

bushcraft and survival training, botanical walks to identify and utilise herbs and fungi, apple festivals, wild 

food holidays, maintenance of willow coppicing, bee keeping courses, forest gardening and sport and 

recreational hunting. The market for and the variety of experiential products is growing all the time due to 

an increasing interest in traditional crafts and wild foods, not only from people living in Scotland but from 

tourists.  Entrepreneurs are often using this market as a basis for enterprise development, some as a 

supplementary income e.g. basket weavers who are teaching courses are finding this can take over from 

sales of baskets in term of income generation. 
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Instruments addressing NWFP consumption 

The consumption instruments in Scotland are predominantly information instruments 

 quality or organic labels  

 certificates of origin  

 voluntary collection codes for mushrooms, moss and bulbs. 

Indirect instruments -  forest certification which enables NWFP products to be labelled from certified forests.  

International trade  

Whilst there are a number of products, especially food and drink products that are internationally traded, no 

official international trade statistics are available for Scottish NWFPs. 

Trade instruments 

The direct trade instruments are predominantly regulatory instruments:  

 quality and organic labelling  

  certificates of origin as well 

 food safety standards and regulations for food and drink products. 

Instruments that indirectly address trade are forest certification which enables NWFP products to be labelled 

from certified forests and the Scottish Working Woods label -  a non-governmental label that can be applied 

to a NWFP to certify product is from a Scottish wood and sustainably harvested. Coppice and baskets are 

soon to be the first NWFPs to use the label. 

Note: Of conservation concern are Bluebells (Hyacinthoides non-scripta)  The IUCN lists them as Least 

concern but since the core of its natural range is within the UK it is awarded the highest level of protection 

in the UK, which includes strict control of commercial harvesting under the Wildlife and Countryside Act 

(1981). It is illegal to trade wild bluebells and a special license is needed to collect wild bluebell seed for 

commercial purposes.  

Forest management for NWFPs  

Species and forest types  

The majority of taxa used as NWFPs are higher plants(decorative plants, branches, Christmas trees) and 

woodland fruits and berries, followed by animals (game, fish and honey), then edible fungi with the least 

amount of taxa being lower plant (moss and lichen). The sources of these taxa are varied; forests, woodland 

edges, degraded areas/scrubland, hedgerows, roadsides, private and sporting estates. Very few are sourced 

in urban areas other than some species of berries. 

NWFPs are mainly wild – cultivated(sometimes cultivated, predominantly wild harvested), with around a 

quarter of the taxa being exclusively wild. Soft berry fruits such as raspberries, strawberries and brambles 

are cultivated on a mass scale, especially across the Central belt.   
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Practices and tools  

There is a distinct lack of management for NWFPs in the Scottish forestry sector. Of the forest area managed 

by the respondents to the Startree Professional Foresters Questionnaire(Annex 2), only 5.7% was managed 

for NWFPs, most likely for game. 60% of the foresters commented that during their normal forest 

management they did not retain NWFP producing species. 

In regards to levels of harvesting, 25% of the participating professional foresters indicated that they were not 

aware of any NWFP harvesting taking place in their forests, while 56% stated that they believed casual 

opportunistic harvesting was taking place. 

Close to nature forestry management was mentioned as a way of increasing natural dynamics in a forest 

stand, this was seen as primarily beneficial for biodiversity but also in providing an increase in NWFPS. 

Foresters have indicated that prediction models for mushrooms, hazel rods, moss and foraged foods would 

be considered useful and 63% stated there is a need for information on how forest management operations 

would affect the yield of hazel rods, mushrooms and fruit. 

Inclusion of NWFP in formal forest management  

NWFPs are not usually mentioned in Forest Plans, Management Plans or felling licences. The owner/holder 

is free to manage in ways that would enhance NWFP yields but only if that doesn't interfere with their other 

obligations as a forest manager and landowner, including those set out in current Forest Plans, Management 

Plans and felling licences. In principle you can maximise NWFP production whilst abandoning timber 

production but constraints may be imposed through conditions on any felling license and any nature 

protection designations. Stand transformation for commercial production of NWFPs is also acceptable in 

principle within the boundaries of certain conditions established when granting the felling licence. In most 

circumstances a felling licence is required if any trees are to be removed.  A felling licence is usually only 

granted in conjunction with a set of restocking requirements, which constrain the type and density of tree 

which should be re-established on the land after felling.  This could constrain management for NWFPs e. g. if 

the aim is to increase the proportion of nut-, berry- or withy-producing shrub species, or to allow more light 

in or to create a mosaic of open glades which would favour some NWFPs. 

There are currently no instruments addressing NWFP production in the region. There have been economic 

incentives indirectly affecting NWFP production in the past, these have been in the form of grants to establish 

and maintain hedgerows. These grants are no longer available.  

Institutional dimensions of NWFPs 

Public access to forest 

In Scotland the public is granted the “right of responsible access” to wooded land, most other land, and the 

paths which give access to land,( Land Reform Act 2003, Scottish Outdoor Access Code).This free access is 

given with the condition that people entering  must  avoid  damage and harm to the forest owner, to property 

and to the forest environment and ecosystem. Access can be temporarily restricted during forestry 

operations, for public safety reason, it is the landowner's and/or the forestry contractor's responsibility to 

give warning notices. In Scotland fencing against people is only permitted if the land is near to buildings or if 

there is a particular hazard to public safety, other than that it is prohibited to fence in the forest. Some 

commercial forest is fenced, not so much to keep people out but to keep livestock and grazers out. 
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Entering or crossing land to harvest NWFPs for commercial purposes is specifically excluded from access 

rights, by law all NWFPs belong to the landowner, but there is a customary right to harvest for personal 

consumption and use. This customary right does not include game or fish, uprooting wild plants, or any 

species protected under Schedule 8 of the Wildlife and Countryside Act. 

Harvesting rights 

Harvesting of NWFPs for personal consumption  is permitted, restrictions are only for commercial harvesting. 

It is a criminal offence to harvest NWFPs for commercial gain without the landowner's permission, although 

collecting NWFPs without the landowners' permission is quite common. Reasons include: 

 often the business is very small and the amount of product being collected is very small 

  often the product is collected ad hoc from a range of different places with different owners 

 it is often hard to find out who the landowner is, due to the lack of comprehensive, publically 

accessible records 

 widespread ignorance of the law 

Owners have a legal right to exclude and restrict others from the commercial use of all NWFPs on their land, 

this is difficult in reality, the landowner can ask them to leave the land, but they cannot force them to do so, 

except in the case of someone found poaching game. The legal distinction for determining harvesting 

purposes is based on the intent of picker, this applies to, berries and mushrooms and  by implication to any 

other NWFPs. There is no legal distinction for hunting game as permission from the landowner is needed to 

hunt for both personal use and commercial purposes. 

Forest owners may use NWFPs as they wish and there are no compulsory procedures for the commercial use 

of NWFPs by the forest owner. 

Instruments regulating NWFP collection  

There are a few instruments existing that are orientated at regulating NWFP collection in Scotland. The 

legislation concerning harvesting rights is a regulatory policy instrument; there are Informational instruments 

such as the  voluntary collection codes on wild mushrooms, moss and bulb collection and the economic 

instrument of formal or informal agreements involving harvesting fees between landowners and pickers. 

Whilst harvesting permits do not exist as a standard procedure the selling of rights to collect NWFPs is at 

times practiced in public forests(very rarely these rights are sold in private forests); some licences have been 

issued for collecting moss and bulbs on Forestry Commission Scotland land, the sale of the right to collect is 

intended to cover only the costs of administrating the license. Harvesting permits do not exist as a standard 

procedure.  

Role of innovation in NWFP development 

There is a strong sense of innovation within Scotland’s NWFP sector, evident not only in product innovation 

but organisational, such as Scottish Wild Harvests Association and marketing innovation such as Scottish 

Working Woods label.  There has been an increase in innovative ideas and approaches within experiential 

products over the past few years. 

The entrepreneurs behind these innovations are driven, passionate people, for many it is a lifestyle choice, 

and they contribute enormously to the NWFP sector and it’s development. 
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Innovation policies and actors 

At present there are no innovation policies that explicitly address NWFPs. The Rural development 

programme at European level, LEADER, supports rural economic growth and innovation in this sector and 

as such may support NWFP innovation. At a national level the Rural Development Programme for Scotland 

may support innovation in new NWFP food enterprises through the  Food Processing, marketing and Co-

operation grant scheme as well as the new SRDP  grants for Agroforestry. The new SRDP 2014-2020 doesn’t 

mention NWFPs at all in any of the priorities or focus areas relating to the food and drink sector and in fact 

under the priority of supporting and developing existing and new rural businesses, it states, “Forestry is an 

integral part of rural development and support for sustainable forest management will help to harness the 

timber potential of woodlands and stimulate socio economic benefits”. In comparison, the SRDP 2007-2013 

explicitly mentioned NWFPs and encouraged proposals that develop the potential for non-timber forest 

products, especially in the food and drink sector. 

 

Company: Cairn O’Mohr                                                                         

Organisation size: 10 employees 

Case Source: http://www.cairnomohr.com/ 

Type of Innovation: Product Innovation, Marketing Innovation 

 

Cairn O’Mohr is a country wine business, based on a farm in Perthshire, run by a couple since 1987.Their wines are 
all made with local fruit produce with many of their products made using wild harvests such as berries, leaves, 
flowers. Producing a wide variety of alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages, they have grown from stocking their 
wines in a couple of local shops to nationwide distribution through supermarket chains, all whilst still staying vey 
connected to their area and region and attending over 200 markets and events annually throughout Scotland. 

Most of their ingredients are picked within a 25 mile radius of their farm, they still do much of the harvesting 
themselves and they have started their own elder orchards to supply their elderberries and elderflowers for their 
products. They are the only country wine businesses in the UK to make oak leaf wine and they are currently the 
only commercial country wine business in Scotland. Cairn O’Mohr have received little in the form of formal support, 
it was the informal support networks of family and friends that helped them in the initial stages of development. 
The vision and dedication of the couple who run this business are the reason it has become so prolific and 
successful. 

As well as producing the drink products, over the years they have added other ideas and aspects to their business 
– guided winery tours, a café, a monthly wine club and an annual bottle smashing competition all of which bring in 
interest and income for their business. 

Cairn O’Mohr labels have a strong identity and a sense of humour which also gives them an added edge of 

innovation when it comes to marketing. 

 

 

Box 1: Cairn O’Mohr Wines 

 

http://www.cairnomohr.com/
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There are a few organisations that are important for supporting innovation as well as being innovative 

themselves, they are interest groups or associations including Scottish Wild Harvests Association, Scottish 

Working Woods and the Scottish Basket Makers Circle These are bottom up movements led by people in the 

sector. Innovation in the food and drink sector has the most active support from public bodies, initiatives 

such as SNH Scotland’s Natural larder and Food and Drink Scotland are emphasising local seasonal food and 

promoting innovation in the sector. Local food and drink is identified as a key growth sector in Scotland; 

however there is no mention of NWFPs in Scotland’s Food and Drink Policy. 

Facilitating business development  

According to the World Bank figures of 2013 the UK is the easiest country in which to do business. There are 

specific support measures for enterprise development in rural areas, these come from a mixture of public 

and private bodies. One privately funded support body is the Princes’ Countryside Fund which provides 

grants of up to £50,000 to rural enterprise, particularly for young people (these funds are mostly donated by 

businesses).  The Scottish Rural Development Programme has a Food Processing, Marketing and Co-

operation grant scheme which provides support for rural food enterprises, specifically agricultural products. 

The list of eligible agricultural products does contain NWFPs; honey, live trees and other plants, bulbs and 

roots, cut flowers and ornamental foliage, edible roots and tubers(this includes fungi and truffles), edible 

fruit and nuts, preparations of fruit or other parts of plants and fermented beverages (for example, cider, 

perry and mead). 

 Other support measures may not be particularly for rural development but may be used for NWFP SME 

development, these include a  great richness of credit solutions and support coming from organisations such 

as Scottish Enterprise, Business Gateway, Just enterprise and First Port. However, most of these 

organisations are particularly focused on supporting social enterprises and they do not necessarily 

understand and recognise the value of NWFPs socially or economically in rural development  or have any 

specific support for developing NWFP businesses. Other routes of financial support for entrepreneurial 

enterprises that are increasingly utilised in Scotland are crowd-funding and peer to peer lending. 

In regards to  challenges NWFP SMEs face they have to obtain permission from the landowner before 

harvesting any NWFPs, this can be very tricky to do as it is not always easy to find out who the landowner is 

and often private landowners don’t live on their land . If you are a NWFP food or drink enterprise this is not 

the only challenge, there are many regulations attached to the food and drink industry. Food enterprises in 

Scotland, like all EU countries, must comply with general regulations concerning food intended for human 

consumption. Other relevant regulations in this respect are those addressing product labelling and 

packaging, which specifically affect edible NWFP as well as organic products.  

Examples of the types of permits required and regulations related to the food business are:  

 the premises must be registered with the environmental health service at the local council at least 

28 days before opening 

 food business operators are required by law to ensure that food handlers receive appropriate 

supervision and instruction/training in food hygiene in line with their work activity 

 The person responsible for developing and maintaining the business's food safety management 

procedures must have received adequate training to enable them to do this. The relevant statutory 

instruments are the Food Safety Act 2002 and the Food Hygiene Regulations 2006.  
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The amount of regulations and paperwork related to SMEs can deter people from developing what might be 

a successful NWFP hobby/interest into an official small NWFP business.  

 

3 Looking to the future  

 

NWFPs are clearly a small but significant part of rural livelihoods and also are increasingly gaining recognition 

amongst the wider public. There is currently no robust  baseline to work from: a more complete picture of 

the NWFP sector in Scotland is needed in order to know how best to support and promote it, and in order to 

assess the effectiveness of support/promotion measures. The Public Opinion of Forestry survey(FCS) and  the 

Scotland’s People and Nature survey (SNH) are both ideal existing surveys which could be utilised to assess 

extent of harvesting and use of NWFPs in Scotland.  

Though it has been shown that most people pick recreationally, the market and interest for NWFP is currently 

growing and NWFP business development should be supported and the sector recognised by enterprise 

support agencies. Firewood and experiential products are existing models of markets that have grown 

successfully over the past few years. The NWFP market is fairly young in Scotland and demand and 

production are somewhat fragmented.  

It is difficult to ascertain if NWFP enterprises are restricted by limited resources in some taxa. There is no 

doubt that the sector would benefit from NWFPs being recognised in forestry and land management. 

Forestry managers should be encouraged  to include multi purpose trees and consider NWFP production as 

a worthwhile objective when writing up management plans and land managers encouraged to leave areas of 

land unmanaged where NWFPs thrive, such as hedgerows, woodland edges and scrubland. The latter is more 

of a challenge as not only do some land managers have a tendency to “tidy up” the land, they are unlikely to 

make decisions based on NWFP production if they see no economic benefit. 

The issue of obtaining  landowners permission for commercial harvesting will remain a complex one. Is there 

a need to develop appropriate regulation for legal  picking of very small quantities for commercial activities 

or is the system working? Even though currently much commercial picking happens without the landowners 

permission there have been very little problems so far, this may be due to the fact that most businesses are 

only collecting small amounts or because the sector is not saturated with commercial businesses in any 

particular area, i.e. fungi, so there is little prospect of over harvesting. This situation may change if 

commercial picking increases and landowners become aware of the economic value of NWFPs and the 

harvesting rights. 
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5 Annexes  

Annex 1. Sector mapping 

Scotland 

 

Number of records: 48 

Number of taxa: 51 

Number of products: 106 

Number of events products x taxa: 173 

 

Sources: Observation, internet searches, direct contacts 

with producers & collectors 

 

Reliability:  

 

 

 

List of non-wood forest product species collected 

Lifeform Scientific name English name National name 
Wild Plantation 

Natural 
forest 

Lichen Lobaria pulmonaria Lungwort      

Mushroom Trametes versicolor     Yes   

Mushroom Boletus spp Boletes   Yes Yes Yes 

Mushroom Cantharellus spp     Yes Yes Yes 

Mushroom Hydnum repandum Sweet tooth   Yes Yes Yes 

Truffle Tuber spp Truffles    Yes  

Herb/Bulb Galanthus nivalis Snowdrop   Yes   

Herb Aconitum spp Aconite   Yes   

Herb 
Chamerion 
angustifolium 

Rosebay 
willowherb   

Yes Yes Yes 

Herb Urtica dioica Nettle   Yes Yes Yes 

Shrub Calluna spp Heather   Yes Yes Yes 

Shrub Calluna vulgaris Heather   Yes Yes Yes 

Shrub Gaultheria shallon Salal   Yes Yes Yes 

Shrub Hedera helix Ivy   Yes Yes Yes 

Shrub Hippophae rhamnoides Seabuckthorn   Yes Yes Yes 

Shrub Myrica gale Bog myrtle   Yes Yes  

Shrub 
Rhododendron 
ponticum Rhododendron   

Yes Yes Yes 

Shrub Rubus fruticosus Blackberry   Yes Yes Yes 

Shrub Rubus ideaus Wild raspberry   Yes Yes Yes 

Shrub Vaccinium myrtillus Bilberry   Yes Yes Yes 

Proportion of records

Very sure

Sure

Not sure
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Lifeform Scientific name English name National name 
Wild Plantation 

Natural 
forest 

Tree Abies procera Noble fir   Yes Yes Yes 

Tree Betula spp Birch   Yes   

Tree Corylus spp Hazel   Yes Yes Yes 

Tree Crataegus moNogyna Hawthorn   Yes Yes Yes 

Tree Fraxinus excelsior Ash   Yes   

Tree Ilex aquifolium Holly   Yes Yes Yes 

Tree Malus domestica Apple   Yes Yes Yes 

Tree Picea abies Norway spruce   Yes Yes  

Tree Prunus spinosa Blackthorn   Yes Yes Yes 

Tree Prunus spp Plum   Yes Yes Yes 

Tree Pyrus spp Pear   Yes Yes Yes 

Tree Salix spp Willow   Yes Yes Yes 

Tree Sambucus nigra Elder   Yes Yes Yes 

Tree Sorbus aucuparia Rowan   Yes Yes Yes 

Tree Tilia spp Lime / Linden   Yes Yes Yes 

Tree Tsuga spp Hemlock   Yes Yes Yes 

Invertebrate   Worms   Yes   

Invertebrate Apis mellifera 
Western honey 
bee   

Yes   

Bird Columba palumbus Wood pigeon   Yes Yes Yes 

Bird 
Lagopus lagopus 
scotica Red grouse   

Yes Yes Yes 

Mammal Cervus elaphus Red deer   Yes   

Mammal Cervus spp Deer    Yes Yes Yes 

Mammal Oryctolagus cuniculus Rabbit   Yes Yes Yes 

Mammal Sciurus carolinensis Grey squirrel   Yes Yes Yes 

 

Proportion of products (events) wild harvested 
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Where products are harvested from: 

 

Morphology Plantations Natural forest 
Agroforestry / 

Farmland 

Animal 50 5  

Fungi 6 6 2 

Vascular plants 42 43 33 

Non-vascular plants 2 2 2 

Undefined 1 1  

 

Also from: Apiaries (bees); gardens, hedgerows, parks, scrubland (fungi & non-vascular plants); urban areas, amenity 

planting, moorland. 

 

 

Uses of products 

 

n (number of events) =192 
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Level of personal use of products (events)  

 

 

Reproductive 
materials
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Additional notes on products ONLY for personal use (i.e. never sold):  
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Traded products (number of events) 

Use group Product group 
TRADE 

Local Regional National Exported 

Beverages Cider    1 

Beverages Cordial 1  1  

Beverages Gin    4 

Beverages Juice    2 

Beverages Liqueur    4 

Beverages Soft drink    2 

Beverages Sparkling drink   1  

Beverages Tisane   1 2 

Beverages Wine 1  1 2 

Decorative items Christmas trees   1 1 

Decorative items Courses 1 1   

Decorative items Foliage   1  

Foodstuff     1 

Foodstuff Baked goods 1 1   

Foodstuff Burgers    1 

Foodstuff Flavouring   1  

Foodstuff Fresh  1  2 

Foodstuff Fungi forays 1 1   

Foodstuff Garnish  1   

Foodstuff Honey    1 

Foodstuff Jam  1   

Foodstuff Jelly  1   

Foodstuff Prepared meals 1  2 1 

Foodstuff Preserves  1 1  

Foodstuff Sauce  1   

Foodstuff Sausages    1 

Foodstuff Wild food forays 1 1   

Handicrafts Baskets  1  2 

Handicrafts Beeswax blocks    1 

Handicrafts Boxes  1   

Handicrafts Bushcraft  1   

Handicrafts Candles    1 

Handicrafts Cloth    1 

Handicrafts Colourants  1   

Handicrafts Fences    1 

Handicrafts Hurdles    1 

Handicrafts Sculptures    2 

Handicrafts String    1 

Handicrafts Willow    1 

Horticultural products Bark mulch  1   

Industrial raw materials Resin  1   

Medicinal products Herb  1   
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Use group Product group 
TRADE 

Local Regional National Exported 

Medicinal products Herbal medicine 1    

Medicinal products Herbs  1   

Medicinal products Poultice  1   

Medicinal products Tinctures  2   

Medicinal products Tisane  2   

Medicinal products Topical application  2   

Miscellaneous Beeswax polish    1 

Miscellaneous Bird food   1  

Miscellaneous Firelighters     

Miscellaneous Fish bait   1  

Miscellaneous Worm composting   1  

Personal care Ointments    3 

Personal care Skin cream    1 

Personal care Skin creams    1 

Personal care Soaps    1 

Reproductive materials Bare root trees  1   

Reproductive materials Bulbs   1  

Reproductive materials Cuttings  1  1 

Reproductive materials Plants in pots  1   

Reproductive materials Plug plants  1   

Reproductive materials Queens   1  

Reproductive materials Seed  2   

Reproductive materials Stocks   1  
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Types of markets 

Use group Product group Mass market Niche Experiences 

Beverages Liqueur 1 4 3 

Beverages Wine 1 4 3 

Beverages Tisane  3 3 

Beverages Cider  1 1 

Beverages Soft drink 1 2  

Beverages Juice 1 2 1 

Beverages Gin  4 4 

Beverages Cordial  2 2 

Beverages Sparkling drink  1 1 

Decorative items Christmas decoration    

Decorative items Foliage 1 1 1 

Decorative items Wedding decorations    

Decorative items Floristry    

Decorative items Christmas trees 2 2 1 

Decorative items Animal trophy    

Decorative items Courses   1 

Decorative items Décor    

Foodstuff Honey 1 1 1 

Foodstuff Wild food forays   1 

Foodstuff Sausages 1 1 1 

Foodstuff Sauce 1 1 1 

Foodstuff Preserves 1 2 2 

Foodstuff Prepared meals 3 4 4 

Foodstuff Jam 1 1 1 

Foodstuff Garnish 1 1 1 

Foodstuff Fungi forays   1 

Foodstuff Fresh 2 3 3 

Foodstuff Flavouring 1 1 1 

Foodstuff Burgers 1 1 1 

Foodstuff Baked goods  2 2 

Foodstuff     1 

Foodstuff Jelly 1 1 1 

Handicrafts Fences 1 1 1 

Handicrafts Willow 1 1 1 

Handicrafts String  1 1 

Handicrafts Baskets 1 3 3 

Handicrafts Sculptures 2 2 2 

Handicrafts Hurdles 1 1 1 

Handicrafts Cloth  1 1 

Handicrafts Candles  1  

Handicrafts Bushcraft  1 1 

Handicrafts Beeswax blocks  1  

Handicrafts Boxes  1 1 

Handicrafts Colourants  1 1 

Horticultural products Bark mulch    

Industrial raw materials Resin   1 

Medicinal products Herbal medicine  1 1 

Medicinal products Topical application  2 2 

Medicinal products Tisane  2 2 

Medicinal products Tinctures  2 2 

Medicinal products Herbs  1 1 

Medicinal products Herb  1 1 
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Use group Product group Mass market Niche Experiences 

Medicinal products      

Medicinal products Poultice  1 1 

Miscellaneous Beeswax polish  1  

Miscellaneous Bird food 1 1  

Miscellaneous Firelighters    

Miscellaneous Fish bait 1 1  

Miscellaneous Worm composting 1 1  

Personal care Skin creams 1 1  

Personal care Skin cream  1  

Personal care Essential oil  2  

Personal care    1  

Personal care Ointments 1 3 1 

Personal care Soaps  1  

Reproductive materials Bare root trees 1 1 1 

Reproductive materials Bulbs 1 1 1 

Reproductive materials Cuttings  2 2 

Reproductive materials Plants in pots 1 1 1 

Reproductive materials Plug plants 1 1 1 

Reproductive materials Queens  1 1 

Reproductive materials Seed  2  

Reproductive materials Spawn  1  

Reproductive materials Stocks  1 1 

 

Types of markets 

 

Additional notes: 

 

Mass markets: A few wholesalers selling various products. Large volume of soft drink sold 

 

Niche markets: Amateur producers (honey & artisan food); arts & craft products and courses; collection of: bulbs, nuts 

for bakery products,  local provenance tree & wildflower seed;  game meat, specialist wines,  gins, liqueurs & teas 

 

Experiential markets:  Courses run on bee-keeping, crafts, Christmas wreath making, cooking of wild foods, bushcraft, 

sport fishing & hunting, herbalism, running, botanising, forest gardening.  
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Annex 2. Professional foresters’ questionnaire 

 Scotland Total number of PFQ Responses: 19 

 

Forest Ownership (% of unique responses*): Respondent’s role in management (% of unique 

responses*): 

Common 15.8% State 26.3% Owner  26.3% Planner  31.6% 

Municipal 26.3% Corporate 36.8% Operations 26.3% Advisor  52.6% 

Private 57.9% Other  --- Manager 63.2% Other 10.5% 

  No response 3.6%   No response --- 

*multiple answers allowed 

 

NWFPs produced in region: 
Mushrooms:  Mushroom (unspecified) 
Animal products: Game, Honey 
None specified. 
Tree Products: Nuts,  
Decorative plants and branches: Moss, Willow, Decorative Foliage 
Forest fruits: Berries (Unspecified) 
Edible, medicinal and aromatic plants: Edible, aromatic and medicinal plants (unspecified), Wild herbs 
(unspecified), Foliage for essential oils 
Seed source: Tree/ wildflower seeds 
  

Production goals (mean percentage of total FMUs reported): Forest crop tree species: 

 

 

Betula spp., Castanea sativa, Corylus avellana, Fagus 

sylvatica, Fraxinus excelsior, Juglans spp., Larix 

deciduas, L. Kaempferi, Picea sitchensis, Pinus 

sylvestris, Prunus avium, Pseudotsuga menziesii 

Quercus spp., Salix spp.. 

 

 

Management for NWFP Retention of NWFP associated trees 

Timber
20%

NWFP
6%

Game
10%

Recreation
23%

Conservation
39%

Other
2%
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Silvicultural treatments: 

Woodlands are often managed to promote native species. Continuous cover management practices are 

employed, No specific silvicultural treatments were described for the increased production of NWFP species. 

 

 

NWFP model used in Region: 

 

Model name NWFP considered 

None None 

Comments provided towards how the used models help to improve the management of forests for 

NWFP production: 

None 

 

NWFP models that would be useful List of NWFPs in the region for which 

models would be useful: 

 

Mushrooms 

Hazel rod 

Moss 

Actively 
managed and 

harvested
19%

Not managed or 
formally 

harvested
25%

Casually 
harvested

56%

NWFP 
producing 
species are 

retained
40%

NWFP 
producing 

species are not 
retained

60%

no / null
(100%)

yes (0 %)
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Foraged food  

 

DSS used in the region: 

The proportion of forest owners using the following kind of decision support when 

deciding 

how and 

when to 

manage 

their 

forests 

 

 

Types of DSS used in region  
Computerized forest planning system Many 

Printed forest plan Half  

General forest management instructions Half 

Situation specific considerations Many 

DSS including consideration of NWFPs in 

the region:  

Not considered 

 

List of DSS including consideration of NWFPs in the region: 

 

DSS NWFP considered 
None None 

    
    

    

 

  

 

no / null
(78,9%)

yes (21,1 %)
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NWFP yield information needed 

 

 

 

List of NWFP from which the yield 

information is needed: 

 

Hazel, mushrooms, fruits, NWFPs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Annex 3. National policies 

Forest Framework 

 Scotland and rest of UK 

A. Institutional framework and land ownership 

The responsibility for forestry in the United Kingdom varies from one region to another as it has been 

devolved and is now the responsibility for the regional government. In England forestry is the responsibility 

of the Secretary of State for the Environment, Food and Rural Affairs while in Scotland responsibility lies with 

the Minister for Environment and Climate Change of the Scottish Parliament, in Wales with the Minster for 

Natural Resources and Food of the Welsh Government1 and in Northern Ireland with the Minister for 

Agriculture and Rural Development of the Northern Ireland Assembly. International affairs and plant health 

tasks remain mainly reserved by Westminster. Some Plant health legislations could be produced by the 

Regional Governments (i.e. The Plant Health (Scotland) Amendment (No. 2) Order 20132).  There are three 

agencies which manage the public forest estate: Forestry Commission which has two divisions Forestry 

                                                           
1 The institutional framework in Wales is under reform process, thus this information is subject to change anytime. 
2 [see http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ssi/2013/187/contents/made]. This is a Scottish Statutory Instrument, not an Act 

of Parliament. 

no / 
null
37%

yes
63%
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Commission England (FCE) and Forestry Commission Scotland (FCS), Natural Resources Wales (NRW) and the 

Forest Service (FS) for Northern Ireland. Two of these are government agencies and one (NRW) is an arms-

length sponsored body. The Forestry Commission at GB level retains an advisory and co-ordinating role and 

Forest Research serves the GB with Northern Ireland not having a special forest research capacity. 

 

According to the Order 2013 on 19 March 2013,, Natural Resources Wales, a new body,  substitutes Forestry 

Commission Wales. Natural Resources Wales brings together the work of the Countryside Council for Wales, 

Environment Agency Wales and Forestry Commission Wales, as well as some functions of Welsh Government 

(Natural Resources Wales website: http://naturalresourceswales.gov.uk) and reports to the Welsh 

Government Minister for Natural Resources and Food. This decision, has changed the Forestry Commission’s 

status as a Great Britain cross-border body to an England and Scotland forestry body. This coupled with other 

motivations such as the commitment to create a new independent body to manage the public forests in 

England  lead to a recent review of forestry functions and organisational arrangements in England3 (Forestry 

Commission website http://www.forestry.gov.uk/; DEFRA and Forestry Commission, 2013a; DEFRA and 

Forestry Commission, 2013b). In Northern Ireland, the Forest Service is the executive agency for forestry 

within the Department of Agriculture and Rural Development. 

 

In Scotland 33% of the forests is publicly owned (both Forestry Commission and other public bodies), 66% 

private (corporations or individuals), and less than 1% owned or managed by community groups4. The 

“Private ownership remains the most characteristic and really dominant aspect of land ownership” (Warren 

and McKee, 2011 in Molteno et al., 2012).  

 

 

Forest legislation and policies  

 

The Forestry Act 1967, a consolidated act of the Forestry Acts 1919 to 1963 with 

corrections and improvements made under the Consolidation of Enactments 

(Procedure) Act 1949, is the reference document in Great Britain (so does not 

include Northern Ireland) for forestry. The legal framework through which 

Northern Ireland's forests are regulated is prescribed in the Forestry Act (Northern Ireland) 2010, replacing 

the legal framework introduced 50 years ago. Neither of these include regulations concerning the use of non-

wood forest products. 

The Welsh Government is in the process of drafting an Environment Bill for Wales, aims at changing some of 

the existing legislations to enable the biggest impact on the environmental protection and natural resource 

management aspects. The White Paper consultation is planned to be launched by the end of 2013.  

United Kingdom has four separate but interdependent National Forest Programme (NFP) processes. NFP is 

a part of the ordinary forest-policy of the regions in UK. England, Scotland, NI and Wales, have each 

developed their own strategy towards sustainable forest management. The National Forest Programme of 

UK, adopted in 2002 comprises: Forestry Standard & Environmental guidelines, Partnership for Action, 

                                                           
3 The Woodland Policy Enabling Programme (WPEP) was created in May 2013 to develop advice to Ministers on the 
future of forestry in England; The government’s Forestry and Woodland Policy Statement includes commitments to 
support the future of forests in England and one of the most important is that England’s Public Forest Estate would 
remain secured in public ownership and a new body will be created to hold the Estate. 

4 http://www.forestpolicygroup.org/Forest_Ownership_In_Scotland_Feb_2012.pdf 

Forestry Act does not 
regulate the use of 
NWFP. 

 

http://naturalresourceswales.gov.uk/
http://www.forestry.gov.uk/
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Indicators of Sustainable Forestry and Forestry Strategies for England (England Forestry Strategy), Scotland 

(The Scottish Forestry Strategy) and Wales (Woodlands for Wales) and the consultation document for 

Northern Ireland (Ollonqvist, 2006). 

1) The Forestry Standard, is the reference standard for sustainable forest management in the UK and sets 

out the approach of the UK governments to sustainable forest 

management. It is based on applying criteria agreed at international and 

European levels to forest management in the UK. The importance of NWFP 

for the forestry in UK has been mentioned in a general way in the section “General Forestry Practice, 

forest protection” under point 4 “ The capability of forests to produce a range of wood and non-wood 

forest products and services on a sustainable basis should be maintained” (Forestry Commission, 2011). 

2) The Indicators of Sustainable Forestry (2002). Indicator D  “Timber and 

other forest products” mentions that “Forest products also include non-

wood  goods (e.g. venison, mushrooms and berries) that can be important 

for commercial or local use, but comprehensive statistics  or  estimates  are  

not  available  for  the  UK”(Forestry Commission, 2002). 

3) Forest Strategies:  

The Scottish Forestry Strategy recognises the economic potential of NWFP in supporting business 

development activities. The Forestry Commission Scotland elaborated a 

dedicated document named “The Scottish Government’s Policy on Non-

Timber Forest Products”, in response to an increasing interest of NWFP in 

the last years. As stated in the document” there is now a wide range of 

businesses generating significant economic activity, which deal in a variety 

of products from wild mushrooms to essential oils. Surveys5 have indicated 

that within Scotland, 24% of the population had collected NWFP in the 

previous five years and that 80% of those people (which equates to around 

19% of the Scottish population) had gathered NWFP in the last 12 months”. 

The strategy, among other objectives, aims at supporting and encouraging 

the integration of NTFP issues with contemporary forest practices. Furthermore, it seeks to raise the 

awareness of NTFP issues within the private land-ownership and land management sectors.  

 

According to the guiding principles, NWFP gathering should be carried out in a responsible and 

environmentally sustainable manner. The intention being  to protect, improve, and expand Scotland’s 

woodland resources. Forestry Commission Scotland is committed to continue supporting the NWFP sector 

by developing new guidelines and disseminating information to promote the use of sustainable harvesting 

activity and management of the resources. The Scottish Non Timber Forest Products Policy embraces 

special provision on harvesting in some sites “some sites  and species will  be appropriate only for small-

scale manual collection; others will lend themselves to more commercial approaches” and “some sites, 

such as sites of Special Scientific Interest may have restrictions, which either  prevent  harvesting, or only  

permit it  at certain times if there is  a risk  of disturbance to wildlife”. 

 

                                                           
5 Forestry Commission (2005). Public opinion of forestry 2005: Scotland. Forestry Commission, Edinburgh. 

Forestry Standard  
mentions  the importance 
of maintaining  NWFP 
provision 

 

Indicators of Sustainable 
Forestry generally 
mentions that NWFP have 
an importance for local and 
commercial uses 

 

Scottish Forest Strategy 
recognises NWFP 
potential. The dedicated 
Scottish Government’s 
Policy on Non-Timber 
Forest Products promotes: 
 production 
 use 
 marketing 
 innovation  
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The Forestry Commission Scotland based its vision of sustainable management on existing published 

guidelines, i.e. The Scottish Moss Collection Code (2007), The Scottish Bulb Collection Code (2007) and 

The Scottish Wild Mushroom Code (2003)6. The strategy also seeks to improve the trade sector, 

encouraging the formation of a trade association, organising events and joint marketing, developing 

supply chains and encouraging best practices (Forestry Commission Scotland, 2009). 

 

Certification: The sustainable management of NWFP is one of the criteria 

assessed when certifying against the UK Woodland Assurance Standard 

(UKWAS). Those who are seeking to gain certification, have to consider the 

impact of NWFP harvesting on their ability to satisfy UKWAS 

criteria7(Forestry Commission of Scotland, 2009). 

 

 

Agricultural and rural development policies and financial instruments 

 

Scotland and rest of UK 

The strategy for rural development covers UK as a whole and contains common elements in the way it is to 

be implemented in England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland. Each regional Rural Development 

Programme is jointly funded by the EU, through the European Agricultural Fund for Rural Development8, and 

the respective Government.  

The UK Strategy for axis 1 recognises the need to create a competitive and sustainable agri-food industry 

through knowledge transfer and innovation, and exploiting opportunities for new enterprises and 

employment in the forestry sector, particularly in relation to renewable energy. 

Furthermore, the priority is to increase skills and facilitate knowledge transfer in ways that make farming and 

forestry more competitive and sustainable. There is also provision for capital investment, particularly where 

it can provide widespread benefits beyond individual business, for example through encouraging innovative 

production methods or techniques that will benefit the sector as a whole. 

 

Some parts of the 2007-2013 Scottish Rural Development Programme specifically included non-timber forest 

products. Here is an example:  

“encouraging innovation and new product development and local processing, marketing and retailing in 

line with Scottish Food and Drink Strategy and the Scottish Forestry Strategy. Particularly proposals that 

develop the potential for non-timber forest products, e.g. mushrooms and other food and drink-related 

                                                           
6 The guidelines are created by conservation organisations, landowners, public land-owning bodies, harvesters and 

buyers and are voluntary  http://www.forestharvest.org.uk/guidelines/harvestingguidelines.htm 
7 The UKWAS standard is an independent certification standard for verifying sustainable woodland management in the 

United Kingdom; it is not a certification scheme but it is designed as a single national certifica, tion standard for common 

use by international forest certification schemes operating in the UK (http://ukwas.org.uk/). 
8 http://europa.eu/legislation_summaries/agriculture/general_framework/l60032_en.htm 

UK Woodland Assurance 
Standard considers the 
impact in NWFP in the 
certification process 
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products derived from the region's forests especially when appropriately branded to promote the 

region's environmental credentials” 

The SRDP 2014-2020  doesn’t mention non-timber forest products in any of it’s priorities or focus areas. 

 

Property rights  

4.1. Legal framework and property rights   Region: SCOTLAND 

 

The general legal framework impacting on NWFPs sector 

Q1&2: Legislative acts reported for the region 

Total Level of jurisdiction Jurisdiction of Acts No of legal acts referring to 

National Regional Local Forest Access NWFP Conservation Mushrooms 7 Game 10 

15 8 7 No 

data 

4 4 7 5 Berries&nuts 8;8 Bark 7 

 

Q5: Differences between legal practices and actual practices on the ground are a consequence of: 

Lack of enforcement of rules X Local-grounded practices X Customary rights  Other reasons X 

 

Q6: Significant changes in to the rules impacting on NWFPs the last decade: 

New regulations 

on NWFPs 

Amendment of the 

forest code/law 

Wildlife and 

hunting 

Nature 

conservatio

n 

Ownership rights for 

NWFPs 

Access rights 

No data No data 2011 2004 Belong to Owner - 

Land reform (2003) 

Land reform 

(2003) 

Q40: Assessing the changes in the property rights structure in the last decade:  

Yes, very significant, for all NWFP: Land Reform (Scotland) Act 2003, Wildlife and Natural Environment (Scotland) Act 

2011, New laws on selling game meat, 2006 http://www.bds.org.uk/new_game_meat_laws.html 

Q41: Assessing on going changes (trends) in the property rights structure 

Possible independence of Scotland from UK. There is increasing concern about the effects of excessive deer population 

and its effects e.g. on forest regeneration. There is gradually increasing awareness of NWFPs other than game, 

especially gourmet foods, especially fungi. I have not yet heard of any proposed changes in regulations, or of any 

increase in enforcement. 
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Q7: Legal distinction between recreational/self-consumption and commercial use is made for: 

NWFPs 

Mushrooms Berries Edible nuts&fruit Game Bark  

Honey Fungi Bulbs Wild greens, 

salads, culinary 

herbs 

Medicinal herbs 

and plant extracts 

Withies, brash 

and sticks 

Seeds Moss Foliage  

Legal 

distinction 

No data 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Nature of 

distinction 

No data Intent of pickers 

to sell 

Intent of pickers 

to sell 

Contractual 

agreements 

Intent of pickers to 

sell 

Contractual 

agreements 

Intent of pickers 

to sell 

Other Intent of pickers to 

sell 

Intent of pickers to 

sell 

Intent of pickers 

to sell 

Intent of pickers 

to sell 

Contractual 

agreements 

Intent of pickers to 

sell 

 

 

Q8: The leasing or concession of forest land is provided in the legislation 

Common property Yes Municipal Yes Private Yes State Yes 

 

Restrictions on public access 

Q11/14. Restrictions on public entry to production forests and their practical implementation: 

Private 

property 

Everyman’s 

right 

Common 

property 

Everyman’s 

right 

Municipal 

property 

Everyman’s 

right 

State 

property 

Everyman’s 

right 

No restriction No restriction No restriction No restriction 

Q12 Relevant restrictions: Entering or crossing land to harvest NWFPs for commercial purposes is specifically 

excluded from access rights. This advice is published online by an organisation which represents hunting and shooting 

interests. 

Q13: Description of custom practices: In the past there were rights to gather firewood, and rights to gather bracken. 

These are especially likely to have existed on common land, in which case the rights would be held by the commoners. 

I have not yet heard of any on going rights, other than rights to harvest firewood or seaweed, or rights to graze 

livestock on the land. I have heard occasional anecdotes about visiting foragers respecting local people's right to e.g. 
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their regular mushroom patches, but these are ad-hoc events. I have heard more anecdotes of visitors not respecting 

other people's harvesting habits.. 

 

Exclusion of the public from the personal use of NWFPs 

Q15: Capacity to exclude the public from the recreational and personal use of: 

NWFPs 

Mushrooms Berries Edible 

nuts&fruit 

Game Bark 

Honey Fungi Bulbs Wild greens, salads, 

culinary herbs 

Medicinal herbs and 

plant extracts 

Withies, brash and 

sticks 

Seeds Moss Foliage  

Exclusion 

nature 

No data No data No Yes – by law Other 

Yes – by law No Yes – by law No Other 

Other No Yes – by law Other  

Q18: Are 

owners able to 

implement the 

exclusion in 

practice? 

Not able Mostly not able Mostly able Always able 

If the landowner finds someone on the land who is doing something which is excluded from their 

access rights (including their common-law gathering rights), the landowner can ask them to leave 

the land, but they cannot force them to do so, except in the case of someone found poaching game. 

Q16: Specific details for exclusion: In law all NWFPs belong to the landowner. The only exception is that there is a 

customary right to harvest for personal consumption and use. This customary right does not include game or fish, or 

uprooting wild plants, or any species protected under Schedule 8 of the Wildlife and Countryside Act, or causing 

damage to property. 

Q17: Describe relevant local practices:  

No data 

 

Exclusion of the commercial use of NWFPs 

Q19: Capacity to exclude the public from the commercial use of: 

NWFPs 

Mushrooms Berries Edible nuts&fruit Game Bark  

Honey Fungi Bulbs Wild greens, 

salads, culinary 

herbs 

Medicinal herbs and plant 

extracts 
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Withies, brash 

and sticks 

Seeds Moss Foliage  

Exclusion 

No data Yes - by law Yes – by law Yes – by law Yes – by law 

Yes – by law Yes - by law Yes - by law Yes - by law Yes - by law 

Yes - by law Yes - by law Yes - by law Yes - by law  

Q22: Are owners 

able to 

implement the 

exclusion in 

practice? 

Not able Mostly not able Mostly able Always able 

The landowner is more able to exclude commercial users in the case of game. This is because: - 

the law is more straightforward: no one is allowed to take game without permission, for any 

purpose - there is a long tradition of exclusive rights to game.  

Q20: Particular situations of legal exclusions:  

No data 

Q21: Describe relevant local practices of exclusion:  

Collecting NWFPs without the landowners' permission is quite common. Reasons include: 

- often the business is very small and the amount of product being collected is very small 

- often the product is collected ad hoc from a range of different places with different owners 

- it is often hard to find out who the landowner is, due to the lack of comprehensive, publically accessible records 

- widespread ignorance of the law 

- NWFPs are not taken very seriously by most people in Scotland. Media stories of theft of NWFPs are sometimes 

presented as light-hearted, 'joke' pieces 

- lack of surveillance - it is easy for a gang of people to turn up in a van and strip easy-to-find NWFPs such as bulbs or 

moss from a forest in a remote area. This is partly because much land management is very extensive, with small 

numbers of people responsible for large areas of land. 

- everyone has a right of access to the land, which puts the burden of proof on the landowner 

- access to land is currently a sensitive political issue; one RSG member commented that they felt unable to exclude 

pickers, even when they knew the mushrooms would be sold to a local hotel, because it could cause bad feeling locally 

- harvesting is sometimes done by gangs of people, who sometimes intimidate the landowner when the landowner 

asks them to leave 

Q23: Measures implemented in practice to exclude commercial user 

Measures Private property Common property Municipal property State property 

Fencing No No No No 

Signs on borders No No No No 

Signs on roads No No No No 

Private property Common property Municipal property State property 
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Q24: Is fencing legally 

permitted 

In certain 

conditions 

In certain 

conditions 

In certain conditions In certain conditions 

Q25: Products for which fencing is a common practice:  

Products Private property Common property Municipal property State property 

Foliage No  No No No 

Moss No  No No No 

Seeds No  No No No 

Withies, brash and 

sticks 

No  No No No 

Medicinal herbs and 

plant extracts 

No  No No No 

Wild greens, salads, 

culinary herbs 

No  No No No 

Bulbs No  No No No 

Fungi No  No No No 

Honey Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Bark No  No No No 

Game No data No data No data No data 

Edible nuts&fruit No  No No No 

Berries No  No No No 

Mushrooms No data No data No data No data 

 

Harvesting rights 

 

Mushrooms Berries Edible 

nuts&fruit 

Game Bark 

Honey Fungi Bulbs Wild greens, 

salads, 

culinary herbs 

Medicinal herbs and 

plant extracts 

Withies, 

brash and 

sticks 

Seeds Moss Foliage  
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Is the owner able to harvest the following NWFP for? 

Q26: self-

consumption 

No data Yes – some 

restrictions 

Yes – some 

restrictions 

Yes – some 

restrictions 

Yes – some 

restrictions 

Yes – no 

restriction 

Yes – some 

restrictions 

Yes – some 

restrictions 

Yes – some 

restrictions 

Yes – some 

restrictions 

Yes – some 

restrictions 

Yes – some 

restrictions 

Yes – some 

restrictions 

Yes – some 

restrictions 

 

Q27: commercial 

use 

No data Yes – some 

restrictions 

Yes – some 

restrictions 

Yes – some 

restrictions 

Yes – some 

restrictions 

Yes – no 

restriction 

Yes – some 

restrictions 

Yes – some 

restrictions 

Yes – some 

restrictions 

Yes – some 

restrictions 

Yes – some 

restrictions 

Yes – some 

restrictions 

Yes – some 

restrictions 

Yes – some 

restrictions 

 

Q28: Are 

harvesting permits 

needed? 

No data No No No Yes – for certain 

products 

No No Yes –for certain 

products 

No No 

Yes –for 

certain 

products 

Yes –for certain 

products 

No No  

Q29: Is a 

maximum 

harvesting quota? 

No data No No No  In certain conditions 

No No No No No 

In certain 

conditions 

No No No  

Q32 How do third party users perceive the process of granting harvesting permits for commercial use? 

Very bureaucratic Rather bureaucratic Rather easy formality An easy formality No standard 

procedures exist 

 

Management rights 

Q33: In order to manage a forest for commercial production of NWFP, the owner should comply with: 

Mushrooms Berries Edible nuts&fruit Game Bark 

Honey Fungi Bulbs Wild greens, salads, 

culinary herbs 

Medicinal herbs and plant 

extracts 
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Withies, brash and 

sticks 

Seeds Moss Foliage  

No data No data No data No data No data 

No data No data No data No data No data 

No data No data No data No data No data 

Q34: For the commercial use of the NWFP, is the owner or the holder allowed to transform the forest: 

In certain conditions In most circumstances a felling licence is required if any trees are to be removed.  A felling 

licence is usually only granted in conjunction with a set of restocking requirements, which 

constrain the type and density of tree which should be re-established on the land after felling.  

This could constrain management for NWFPs e. g. if the aim is to increase the proportion of 

nut-, berry- or withy-producing shrub species, or to allow more light in or to create a mosaic 

of open glades which would favour some NWFPs. I f the land is  designated as a Special 

Protection Area e. g. for certain species  of wildlife or to maintain rare habitats ,  then there 

may be further restrictions  on what the owner/holder is  allowed to do. If the owner/holder 

is applying for a government forestry grant, they need to agree a contract called a “Forest 

Plan” or “Management Plan” for their forest, and they are then constrained by the  

requirements of that plan. There are other restrictions in the case of land which is designated 

as agricultural land. In that case, allowing more than a certain density of trees to grow could 

change the land-use designation to "forestry". This would mean the loss of the Single Farm 

Payment for that part of the land, which the landowner might not feel able to afford. 

35. If the owner is allowed to make improvements, does he require authorization/approvals from authorities? 

Only in certain conditions Same as for Q34. NWFPs are not usually mentioned in Forest Plans, Management 

Plans or felling licences. The owner/holder is free to manage in ways that would 

enhance NWFP yields, but only if that doesn't interfere with their other obligations 

as a forest manager and landowner, including those set out Forest Plans, 

Management Plans and felling licences. 

36. Is the owner allowed to manage the forests in order to maximize a NWFP production over timber or fully 

abandoning the timber production? 

Only in certain 

conditions  

Same as with questions 34 and 35. In particular, the landowner is not allowed to fell more 

than a small number of trees without a felling licence. 

 

Q37/38: Who (agent or institution) is responsible/ entitled to enforce rules governing:  

 Private property Common property Municipal property State property 

Access and 

exclusion 

Police Authority Police Authority Police Authority Police Authority 

Harvesting and 

management 

Scottish Natural 

Heritage 

Scottish Natural 

Heritage 

Scottish Natural 

Heritage 

Scottish Natural 

Heritage 
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Policy instruments 

Summarise material from cross country comparison tables  or directly from the short summaries on 

instruments on the extranet  - No data present for Scotland 

Innovation systems and development policies 

Click to access folder for summaries -  No summary present for Scotland 

Business establishment conditions    

GENERAL PART: Support to SMEs  

Q3. Economic and technical support provided by the Government for entrepreneurs and start-up companies in the 

region    

YES X NO  Private   Public  X 

 

Q3. Economic and technical support provided by the Government for entrepreneurs and start-up companies in the 

region IN THE RURAL SECTOR  

YES X NO  Private  X Public   

 

Q4. Public or private organizations dedicated to support start-up businesses in the region  

YES X NO  Private   Public  X 

 

Q4. Public or private organizations dedicated to support start-up businesses in the region IN THE RURAL SECTOR 

YES X NO  Private  X Public   

 

Q5. Credit  lines in the region  

YES X NO  Type of credits   Governmental funding schemes or agencies, bank loans, peer-

to-peer lenders, equity-based crowd-funding, Business 

Angels, venture capital funding, credit unions, funding 

specifically for social enterprises 

 

SPECIFIC PART: Scenario 1: Sole trader / Scenario 2: Limited Liability Company  

https://extranet.efi.int/star_tree/Work%20Package%201/Forms/AllItems.aspx?RootFolder=%2Fstar_tree%2FWork%20Package%201%2FRegional%20state%20of%20the%20sector%20reports%2FInstitutional%20framework%20%28WP4%29%2FBusiness%20establishment%20conditions
https://extranet.efi.int/star_tree/Work%20Package%201/Forms/AllItems.aspx?RootFolder=%2Fstar_tree%2FWork%20Package%201%2FRegional%20state%20of%20the%20sector%20reports%2FInstitutional%20framework%20%28WP4%29%2FPolicy%20instruments%2FShort%20summaries%20on%20instruments
https://extranet.efi.int/star_tree/Work%20Package%201/Forms/AllItems.aspx?RootFolder=%2Fstar_tree%2FWork%20Package%201%2FRegional%20state%20of%20the%20sector%20reports%2FInnovation%20in%20NWFP%20development%20%28WP5%29%2FSHORT%20summaries%20%28to%20be%20used%20as%20Annex%20to%20Regional%20SoSRs%29
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Q7. Need of a license and type of license if needed PRODUCER- Scenario 1 

YES X NO  Type of license   Landowner's permission to harvest any NWFP in 

case of not owning the land 

 

Q7. Need of a license and type of license if needed PROCESSOR- Scenario 2 

YES  NO X Type of license   -  

 

Q8., 9. & 10. Length and cost of procedures and minimum mandatory capital PRODUCER- Scenario 1 

Length 1 day Cost €  0 Minimum mandatory capital € 0 

 

Q8., 9. & 10. Length and cost of procedures and minimum mandatory capital PROCESSOR- Scenario 2 

Length 2 weeks  Cost € 0 Minimum mandatory capital € 12 

 

 


